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BOSTM EDlSON COMPANY
PILGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION

DOCKET NO. 50-293

Attachment to LER 82-Oll/01T-0

An administrative review on April 26, 1982 of a water level anomaly which
occurred during reactor startup following the Refuel V Outc79, determined that
PNPS entered a LCO (T.S. Table 3.1.1 Note 1.A) without taking the appropriate
action, which was to initiate insertion of control rods.

Reactor water level indication on instruments, which are connected to the 'A'
! Loop, deviated from the actual reactor water level during several consecutive

startups, which were initiated between March 25, and April 5, 1982. The longest
duration of this phenomena _was approximately ten (10) hours. Following each
occurrence corrective maintenance was completed, which was believed sufficient

; to eliminate the cause of the problem. Corrective action taken on each occasion
consisted of either a reactor shutdown or preparation for a reactor shutdown

'

which was pre-empted by elimination of the water level discrepancies. Reactor
power during periods of water level discrepancies was less that one percent. Reactor
water level was known at all times via the redundant 'B' loop instrumentation.
The water level anomaly occurred on March 26, 27, 28, 29, and April 5, 1982.,

Reactor scrams occurred for causes unrelated to water level on March 26 and 28
within four(4) hours of criticality. A controlled reactor shutdown was initiated
and completed because of this water level problem on March 27, 1982 within five
(5) hours of criticality. On March 29, at approximately 1200 hours upon
evidence that 'A' Loops of the PCIS & ECCS Instrumentation was inaccurate,
preparation for a reactor shutdown was initiated. At approximately 1700 hours
station personnel determined that in order to perform the maintenance which was
required to return the instruments to a reliable status, it would be necessary
to isolate all the affected level instruments. At this time operating personnel
realized that the RPS instrumentation would also be adversely affected. However,
since only one RPS trip system would be affected, that affected trip
system was tripped per Technical Specifications. This action mistakenly
displaced the RPS system as the primary concern and re-established PCIS & ECCS
systems as the limiting conditions for operation.

Review by plant personnel on March 30, 1983 identified that each of the two(2)
RPS instrument channels made inoperable by isolation were in different trip
systems, therefore, the tripping of one trip system did not release the plant
from the applicable RPS limiting condition for operation. The review on
March 30, also did not address the required action for the period between 1200
hours and isolation of the instruments or the specific nature of that action.
During the April 5th startup the anomaly recurred, preparation for a reactor
shutdown was initiated, the loop 'A' instrumentation was isolated, corrective
maintenance done, and all instruments returned to service within approximately
four hours of the anomaly's recurrence.

The subsequent management reviev on April 26, with the aid of various logs
and reports developed to assist in reporting this event identified, in retro-
spect, the following:

1. On March 29, approximately 1200 hours and on April 5, at approxi-,

mately 0135 hours when preparations for reactor shutdowns were
initiated, the correct actions should have been to immediately
initiate the insertion of control rods. On March 29, operation
continued beyond the four-hour limit specified in T.S. Table
3.1.1 Note 1.A.
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2. Conclusions reached in the March 30th review did not address-

adequately the actions required to preclude repetition of the event.

The April'26th meeting reiterated the previous findings of the March 30th review
that,

1. Both RPS trips systems wer technically inoperable since the minimum
number of instrument channels in both trips systems was not available
and, therefore, tripping the 'A' trip system of the RPS logic system
was inappropriate.

2. A re' actor shutdown by insertion of control rods within four hours should
have been initiated at approximately 1700 hours when the instruments
were isolated.

Cause and Corrective Action

On each occasion the 'A' loop instrumentation discrepancies were caused by
loss of the instrument reference leg pressure. This resulted in a higher
than actual indicated level on the 'A' loop water level instrumentation.
(A listing of the affected instruments and their function is appended to
this report as Attachment A).

Iluman error was the cause for not applying the most restrictive limiting

condition of operation.

The exact nature of the cause for loss of the 'A' loop water level instruments
reference leg pressure is unknown. A test program is being developed to de-
termine the exact cause but evidence to date indicates that air entrapment in

the sensing lines is the most likely cause. An Engineering Support Request
(ESR) has been issued to investigate the water level setpoint tolerances and
examine them relative to startup reactor pressures and temperatures. The
purpose of this investigation is to determine the conservatism of these instru-
ments during startup.

A comparison of standardized and PNPS Technical Specifications indicates that-
standardized technical specification are less restrictive for the RPS instru-
mentation. Under the same anomaly related in this report, the limiting
requirement in standardized Technical Specification is for the plant to be
in hot shutdown in twelve hours.

Following the completion of the test program and the ESR study, the need for a
proposed Technical Specification change will be reviewed.

To ensure that the appropriate corrective action is thoroughly addressed if a
recurrence of the water level anomaly is experienced, Special Order No. 82-04 has
been issued.

Summary

The reactor water level reference leg disruption was a unique problem at PNPS.
Operations and plant support personnel maintained close scrutiny of key plant
parameters during its occurrence to insure safe reactor operations. The in-
advertent error of not entering the more restrictive RPS limiting condition
for operation and instead adhering to the less restrictive PCIS and ECCS
limiting condition'for operation did not result in a degraded made of .eactor
operation because:
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l.- Action leading to a reactor shutdown in 24 hours was initiated.

2. The RPS system was at all times capable of performing its function.

3. Special monitoring practices were instituted by Technical Staff
to ensure accurate identification of the actual reactor water level.

4. The action of tripping one trip system of the RPS did not'further
degrade the logic system's automatic RPS response capability.

In conclusion, action has been taken to preclude recurrence of this event in
the short term, and planned improvements in PNPS training facilities and
programs will prevent recurrence of this event in the long term. At no time-
while experiencing this anomaly was the public health or welfare threatened.
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REACTOR WATER LEVEt, INSTRUMENTS,
'

- -

.

Trip Trip-

Inst. Sys. Inst. Sys. ,

No. Aff. No. Aff. Basic Function

Rack 2205 Rack 2206

LT61' N/A N/A Shutdown. Level Indication
.

dpt65 N/A N/A Core f P

IT650A N/A LT650B N/A PAM Pdnel Rx Level Recorder

LITS 59A" A LTS59B B Trip Turbine Stop valves
,,

..+.. ,.
.

.

GIS72A -' A. LIS72B B Safeguard /ECCS

-
.

LIS72C A LIS72D B Safeguard /ECCS

..
,

. ..

LT120A A LT120B B ATWS Low Water Level Trip
y

LT120C ..A LT120D _B ATWS Low Water LevIl Trip
T, .-

LT122A A LT122B- B ATWS Low Wdter Level Trip
.

LT122C A LT122D B ATWS Low Water Level Trip
/

LIS57A A LIS58A A Ch 1 RPS
Ch 1 PCIS Isolation Signal

_ . . . .

LIS57B B LIS58B- B Ch 2 RPS
~

Ch 1 PCIS Isol'ation Signal
,

GEMAC A , GEMAC B
.

LT646A A LT6'46B B GEMAC Level Control (FW Control)

PT647A 'A PT647B B GEMAC Level Control (FW Control)
'

LITS 73A A LITS 73B B Contain::ient Spray Permissive
'

.

I

I.
' '

ATTACllMENT A ito%R 82-011/01T-O
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